"Possibles" and Dream Futures
The clones take refuge in daydreams and preoccupation with other things and thus avoid having to confront the reality
of their situation. This reflects a universal human response to death - all of us face death and might die at any time, and
we react to that central fact of our existence in much the same way they do.
"Foil characters" are secondary figures that find themselves in a situation similar to that of the protagonist but make
different, either braver or more foolish, choices. These characters are an object of projection. In NLMG these are the
"possibles". The students project onto their possibles all sorts of fantasies about their future careers as postmen,
farmers, office workers and try to look for them to catch a glimpse of their own "unlived lives".
"One big idea behind finding you possible model was that when you did, you'd glimpse your future. Now I don't mean
anyone really thought that if your model turned out to be, say, a guy working at a railway station, that's what you'd end
up doing too. We all realised it wasn't that simple. Nevertheless, we all of us, to varying degrees, believed that when
you saw the person you were copied from, you'd get some insight into who you were deep down, and maybe too, you'd
see something of what your life held in store" (140).
"We all know it. We're modelled from trash. Junkies, prostitutes, winos, tramps. Convicts, maybe, just so they aren't
psychos. That's what we come from. We all know it, so why don't we say it? A woman like that? Come on. Yeah, right,
Tommy. A bit of fun. Let's have a bit of fun pretending. That other woman in there, her friend, the old one in the gallery.
Art students, that's what she thought we were. Do you think she'd have talked to us like that if she'd known what we
really were? 'Excuse me, but do you think your friend was ever a clone model?' She'd have thrown us out. We know it,
so we might as well just say it. If you want to look for possibles, if you want to do it properly, then you look in the gutter.
You look in rubbish bins. Look down the toilet, that's where you'll find where we all came from" (166).
1. Why are they searching for their possibles? What do they represent to them?
2. Why do they have different ideas about whether finding a possible is a positive or negative and who their
possibles are?
3. How does this search align with the search for their identity?
4. Is it better to dream/hope or face reality? Support your answer with evidence from the text. Does your asnwer
change for Kathy, Tommy, and Ruth?
Kathy never had a choice. The awareness she gains through self-reflection is a chilling one: her destiny was from the
beginning determined by forces beyond her control, and her story was silenced by those same forces. When in
becomes evident that none of those alternative paths was ever available to her, that she never had any agency in
determining her personal trajectory, the narrator finds solace in memories of her actual life, rather than in speculations
on the unlived one.
1. How could Kathy's description of "looking but not looking" for Hailsham (287) reflect her subconscious desires?
Is Kathy really searching for a 'home'?
2. How are the clones trying to find their place in the world and make sense of their lives? To what extent can they
transcend their fate?
3. As time starts to run out, what are the things that really matter? Consider this answer for Ruth, Tommy, and
Kathy. How do their characters develop as they near death. Support your answer with evidence from the text.
4. Generate a (minimum of one) theme statement from your work over these two pages.

